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Abstract: Structural Query Language (SQL) is very restrictive in data extraction. Classical SQL queries have remarkable capabilities in terms of data extraction and answer formation from information stored at widely dispersed databases. Human queries are rarely crisp which poses challenges in efficient answer formation and data retrieval. These are based on human perception which is grossly inexact and imprecise based on world knowledge. Integration of query languages with fuzzy logic can increase their capability in data retrieval based on human perception. Query optimization is a difficult task in a distributed client/server environment as data location becomes a major factor. The integration of a query processing subsystem into a distributed database management system with fuzzy logic is used for analyzing query response time across fragmentations of global relations. Fuzzy logic based query optimization in distributed database have an important impact on the performance of distributed query processing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed database adds to the conventional centralized Database system [3] some other types of processing expenses, because of the additional design (hardware & software) to handle the distribution. These expenses present as the cost of data transfer over the network. Data transferred could be, intermediate files resulting from local sites, or final results need to be sent back to the original site that issued the query. Therefore, database designers are concerned about query optimization, which target minimizing the cost of transferring data across the network.

Criteria for measuring the cost of a query evaluation strategy for centralized DBMSs number of disk accesses (# blocks read / written) and for distributed databases, additionally the cost of data transmission over the network and Potential gain in performance from having several sites processing parts of the query in parallel.

Join queries [4] in distributed database are ship whole, fetch as needed, semi joins [4] and bloom joins and each of these join strategies are having their own advantages and disadvantages. Main considerations of query processing in distributed databases are: communication cost, if there is several copies of a relation, decide which copy to use, amount of data being shipped, relative processing speed at each site and site selection

In a relational database [7] all information can be found in a series of tables. A query therefore consists of operations on tables. The most common queries are Select-Project-Join queries. Distributed query processing: Transform a high-level query (of relational calculus/SQL) on a distributed database (i.e., a set of global relations) into an equivalent and efficient lower-level query (of relational algebra) on relation fragments. Distributed query processing is more complex because of fragmentation/replication of relations, additional communication costs and parallel execution of operations.

Query optimization is the process of producing an optimal (close to optimal) query execution plan which represents an execution strategy for the query. The main task in query optimization is to consider different orderings of the operations and minimize total cost associated with execution of request. Query optimization is a crucial and difficult part of the overall query processing.

II. RELATED WORK

In a relational database all information can be found in a series of tables. A query therefore consists of operations on tables. The most common queries are Select-Project-Join queries.

For a given query, the search space can be defined as the set of equivalent operator trees that can be produced using transformation rules. Distributed query optimization process consists of transforming global queries from control sites to Fragment queries in local site. The process of transformation is as shown below:
The input is a query on distributed data expressed in relational calculus. Four main layers are involved to map the distributed query into an optimized sequence of local operations, each acting on a local database. These layers perform the functions of query decomposition, data localization, global query optimization, and local query optimization. Query decomposition and data localization correspond to query rewriting. The first three layers are performed by a central site and use global information. Local optimization is done by the local sites.

Ordering of the operators of relational algebra is crucial for efficient query processing so expensive operators should be moved at the end of query processing. Various unary and binary operations can be pushed to the leaves of the tree as per time complexity associated with it.

Following are the various unary and binary operators used during query optimization process along with time complexity. In time complexity ‘n’ represents cardinality of relation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Time Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Select, Project (without duplicate elimination)</td>
<td>O(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project (with duplicate elimination)</td>
<td>O(n log n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>O(n log n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Join</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-join</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Operators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartesian Product</td>
<td>O(n^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of Time Complexity For Various Relational Operations
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The general architecture of a distributed secure database service, as illustrated in Fig 2, consists of a trusted client as well as two or more servers that provide a database service. Client will execute the queries on various fragments and proposed algorithm will find out the best minimized query processing time. Also client can execute fuzzy queries on the fragments which are created by partitioning algorithm. Fuzziness in the database can be handled by transforming fuzzy queries into normal SQL queries.

In the proposed system, database is partitioned into three partitions dbfpartition1, dbfpartition2 and dbfpartition3. In the database design, dbfpartition1 consists of two vertically fragmented relations on the basis of tuple Id (tid) from which original global relation can be recovered by applying simple join algorithm. Dbfpartition2 consists of three vertically fragmented relations on the basis of tuple id and dbfpartition3 consists of original global relation.

In the proposed query processing and query optimization process, query response time is compared against these two vertically fragmented relations with global relation and fragments with minimum response time for read only and update application is selected for development distributed database applications.

A. Fuzziness in database

A database is an ordered collection of related data elements intended to meet the information needs of an organization and designed to be shared by multiple users. If a regular or classical database is a structured collection of records or data stored in a computer, a fuzzy database is a database, which is able to deal with uncertain or incomplete information using fuzzy logic. Basically, a fuzzy database is a database with fuzzy attributes, which may be defined as attributes of an item, row, or object in a database, which allows storing fuzzy information.

The following is a brief definition of the characteristics of imperfect data:

- Uncertain data - The uncertainty is related to the degree of truth of its attribute value, and it means that we can apportion some, but not all, of our belief to a given value or a group of values.
- Vague data - Lack of definite or sharp distinctions. Imprecise data - The imprecision and vagueness are relevant to the content of an attribute value, and it means that a choice must be made from a given range (interval or set) of values but we do not know exactly which one to choose at present.
- Inapplicable data - There may be some entities for which a piece of data relating to one of its properties cannot be acquired due to a lack of the property.

In the real time situation, people express their ideas using the natural languages. Normally natural language has a lot of vagueness and ambiguity. However, while applying one’s thoughts as a query in terms of natural languages into the database, a lot of problems are experienced due to the inefficiency of RDBMS to handle such queries.

Consider the query “Give names of the employees who have highest and lowest salary”. This query cannot be processed directly by the SQL, since it contains a lot of vagueness like highest and lowest salary. The best remedy for modelling the above situation is by the use of fuzzy Sets.
IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed scheme is implemented using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and Microsoft SQL server 2010. The Working scheme is,

1. Create a different partitions for the database (here three database are created with different schemas).
2. Apply workload i.e. queries on all databases and estimate the cost of each query in terms of response time.
3. The number of queries applied on the partitions is varied from 1 to 100.
4. Different types of query operations such as Insert, Update, delete, fetch and fuzzy value based searching are applied on all the partitions.
5. Fuzzy range is defined for the salary attributed defined in all the partitions.
6. If user is fetching records of particular fuzzy ranges then query is classified into fuzzy range1, 2 or 3 as per the user input.
7. Then the comparison is done on the basis of cost of queries i.e. response time of the query.

For Fuzzy queries which we had simulated on salary attribute of the partitions, partition3 is best candidate as it results in least response time. Fuzzy ranges are defined in terms of minimum and maximum salary which will be entered by user in main window of project and according salary will be assigned proper fuzzy ranges as defined in system. Comparison of simulating normal query and fuzzy query on all partitions shows that fuzzy queries will always take less response time as compared to normal SQL query. Reason for the least response time is that query evaluation engine does not have to search all the records in database; it has to search records in fuzzy range values. Hence fuzzy queries are most optimized queries in distributed databases.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed method of incorporating fuzziness in distributed database for accommodating fuzzy queries which are approximations based on human knowledge. Fuzzy queries to relational database are proposed as one candidate model and fuzzy relational database is presented as another relational model. With the help of example of employee distributed database, we have successfully implemented fuzzy logic based queries using dot net environment for GUI and SQL server for databases. This establishes feasibility of the concepts proposed.

Distributed database systems provide an improvement on communication and data processing due to its data distribution throughout different network sites. Not only is data access faster, but a single-point of failure is less likely to occur, and it provides local control of data for users. However, there is some complexity when attempting to manage and control distributed database systems. A distributed database allows faster local queries and can reduce network traffic. With these benefits comes the issue of maintaining data integrity.
Proposed work for query processing handles two important issues in data distribution i.e. minimizing query response time through partitions and handling fuzziness in database by translating fuzzy queries into SQL.
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